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ABSTRACT: The spatial arrangement of adsorbates deposited onto a
clean surface under vacuum typically cannot be reversibly tuned. Here we
use scanning tunneling microscopy to demonstrate that molecules
deposited onto graphene field-effect transistors (FETs) exhibit reversible,
electrically tunable surface concentration. Continuous gate-tunable
control over the surface concentration of charged F4TCNQ molecules
was achieved on a graphene FET at T = 4.5K. This capability enables the
precisely controlled impurity doping of graphene devices and also
provides a new method for determining molecular energy level alignment
based on the gate-dependence of molecular concentration. Gate-tunable
molecular concentration is explained by a dynamical molecular
rearrangement process that reduces total electronic energy by
maintaining Fermi level pinning in the device substrate. The molecular surface concentration is fully determined by the device
back-gate voltage, its geometric capacitance, and the energy difference between the graphene Dirac point and the molecular LUMO
level.
KEYWORDS: Fermi level pinning, graphene field-effect device, molecular electronics, gate-tunable adsorbates

■ INTRODUCTION
One important way in which adsorbates modify surfaces is by
inducing localized electronic defect states that trap electrons
and cause Fermi level pinning.1−4 Typically, Fermi level
pinning is considered a “one-way” process where defects may
change the location of electrons (i.e., by trapping them) but
electrons do not change the location of defects. Here we
reverse this idea by implementing a condensed matter system
where the defect concentration can be continuously and
reversibly tuned by adding or removing electrons from the
system. We observe this unique behavior for Tetrafluoro-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) molecules adsorbed
onto the surface of a graphene field-effect transistor (FET).
When voltage is applied to the back-gate of such a device
under proper conditions, then the resulting electric field is not
screened by the graphene Dirac band electrons but rather is
unexpectedly screened by ionized molecules that mechanically
rearrange themselves on the device surface. The devices in
which this occurs are not electrochemical cells5−7 attached to
some external reservoir of material. Instead they are composed
of ultraclean monolayers of graphene on hBN that are dosed
with a submonolayer molecular coverage and then held at
cryogenic temperature under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). The
adsorbate rearrangement process observed on our devices
arises from a physical mechanism whereby adsorbate-induced

Fermi level pinning helps to minimize graphene Dirac band
electronic energy. The energetics of Fermi level pinning in this
2D system is so strongly tied to the adsorbate arrangement that
it allows reversible, mechanical alteration of the surface defect
concentration by adding or removing electrons using the FET
back-gate.
This behavior arises due to the proximity in energy of the

F4TCNQ lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) to
the graphene Dirac point.8−12 The resulting high electron
affinity of F4TCNQ on graphene has been exploited previously
to p-dope graphene.13,14 Scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) measurements have also shown that charge flows
easily into and out of F4TCNQ molecules on graphene.8,10,15,16

No previous studies, however, have demonstrated reversible
control over the geometric arrangement of F4TCNQ
adsorbates on graphene.
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The strategy of this paper is to first explain the experimental
procedure by which we control the surface concentration of
F4TCNQ molecules on a graphene FET via electrical signals
sent to the device. This technique has enabled us to discover
that the F4TCNQ surface concentration on graphene FETs
varies linearly with applied gate voltage. We have characterized
this unexpected behavior by performing STM and scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS) on molecule-decorated gra-
phene devices for different molecular coverages. These
measurements allow us to establish a connection between a
gate-dependent molecular surface concentration and Fermi
level pinning in graphene FETs. We have distilled these
observations into a simple theoretical model that connects the
energetics of graphene electrons to the geometric arrangement
of surface adsorbates, which allows us to predict molecular
surface concentration for any given back-gate voltage. The
connection established here between molecular electronic
structure and molecular surface concentration provides a new
technique for quantitatively determining molecular energy
levels by simply counting the number of molecules on a clean
graphene surface.

■ RESULTS
Our technique for reversibly changing molecular concentration
on graphene devices starts with the deposition of a
submonolayer coverage of F4TCNQ molecules onto a clean
graphene/hBN FET held at room temperature under UHV
(the transconductance of the pristine device and an SEM
image are shown in Figure S1). We then cool the molecule-
decorated device down to 4.5 K without breaking vacuum, at
which point the molecules can be stably imaged by our STM.
In order to set the molecular surface concentration to a desired
value, a set-voltage (VG‑set) is applied to the device back-gate
while a source-drain current (ISD) is simultaneously passed
through the graphene as sketched in Figure 1 (ISD provides
thermal energy to facilitate molecular diffusion). The
molecules freeze in place as soon as ISD is set to zero, resulting
in a well-defined and reversible surface concentration that is
determined by VG‑set. After the molecules are frozen in place,
the gate voltage is set to zero for STM imaging (see Supporting
Information Note 2). The resulting control over the molecular
surface concentration can be seen in the differently prepared
molecular concentrations shown in Figures 2a−f (all measured
at the same spot on the surface). At a high set-voltage of VG‑set
= 60 V, the resulting molecular surface concentration is
correspondingly high (nM = 6 × 1012 cm−2), and the roughly
evenly spaced molecular distribution suggests that the
molecules are charged during the surface-concentration-setting
process and repel each other (Figure 2a). As VG‑set is reduced,
the resulting molecular concentration correspondingly reduces
(Figure 2b−f). A plot of molecule surface concentration versus
VG‑set (Figure 2g) shows that the molecular concentration is
almost perfectly linear over the gate-voltage range −10 V <
VG‑set < 60 V and remains nearly zero for VG‑set < −10 V. The
gate-tunable molecular concentration is observed to be
nonhysteretic since the forward sweep and backward sweep
data lie almost perfectly on top of each other. The molecular
concentration within our STM field of view is thus precisely
and reversibly controlled by tuning the graphene FET electrical
device parameters.
The molecular concentration across the entire device

surface, however, cannot be completely uniform since the
molecules have to go somewhere when their concentration is

reduced and come back f rom somewhere when their
concentration is increased, and this “somewhere” cannot
have the same concentration as the STM field of view seen in
Figure 2. However, the process described above for setting the
molecular surface concentration is surprisingly robust and can
be observed over a majority of the surface area that we have
scanned (∼80%) on multiple devices. A fraction of the device
surface is defective/contaminated (∼20%) (and therefore
unsuitable for these measurements) since the devices are

Figure 1. Controlling molecular concentration on a graphene field-
effect transistor (FET). (a) Sketch representing the F4TCNQ
molecular configuration (red balls) in the “as-grown” state after
thermal evaporation onto a graphene FET. A representative circuit
shows the biases applied to the device. (b) Application of a back-gate
voltage of VG = VG‑set to the FET, while simultaneously flowing a
source−drain current ISD through the graphene causes the molecules
to diffuse out onto the graphene surface. Typical values of VG‑set range
from −60 to 60 V. Typical values of VSD used for changing the
molecular concentration range from 2 to 6 V, and typical ISD values
range from 0.5 to 2 mA. (c) When the source-drain current is turned
off the device cools and the molecules freeze in place. The gate
voltage VG is then returned to 0 V, and a sample bias (relative to the
tip) of VS = 2 V with current set point of 2 pA can then be used for
stably scanning the molecules.
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fabricated under ambient conditions before being placed in our
UHV chamber for measurement. We hypothesize that
defective regions of the surface act as local reservoirs that
store F4TCNQ molecules in a compact, condensed phase.
F4TCNQ molecules must flow in and out of these
condensation regions (due to electrostatic potential inhomo-
geneities) to enable the precise concentration control that we
observe over a large majority of the surface.
The fact that we observe no significant decrease in molecule

concentration over multiple cycles of density changing
operations (Figure S2) suggests that the molecular storage
and release process is fully reversible. To explain why
molecules aggregate in a condensed phase we hypothesize
that a highly negative gate voltage draws electrons out of the

device and thus removes charge from the molecules. This
reduces the repulsive Coulomb interactions between them,
thereby causing attractive intermolecular forces (such as van
der Waals) to become more dominant. Weak molecule−
substrate interactions allow the molecules to diffuse easily to
defective regions where they can be captured. A definitive test
of this “local reservoir hypothesis” is difficult since mapping the
entire surface of a graphene FET at the atomic scale is
currently not possible (highly defective regions cannot be
imaged), but we note that a condensed phase of F4TCNQ
molecules has been observed on F4TCNQ-decorated graphene
FETs in the past.17

In order to understand the microscopic mechanism that
underlies the process of tuning molecular surface concen-
tration we must understand how charge readjusts itself in a
graphene device decorated by mobile, charge-tunable mole-
cules as the gate voltage is changed. Here the molecule-
decorated graphene forms one side of a capacitor while the
back-gate electrode forms the other, so the total charge that
flows to the molecule/graphene system can be determined
straightforwardly from the device capacitance and applied gate-
voltage (QT = −VG‑setCT). Electrons transferred to the
graphene side of the capacitor can either occupy graphene
Dirac Fermion band states or, alternatively, the LUMO states
of the adsorbed molecules. To clarify how charge is distributed
between these two choices, we carried out STM spectroscopy
directly on adsorbed F4TCNQ molecules as well as on bare
graphene patches between the molecules for different applied
gate voltages and different molecular concentrations. This
enabled us to track the energetic alignment of the F4TCNQ
LUMO energy (EL) and the graphene Dirac point energy (ED)
with respect to the graphene Fermi level (EF), thus providing
snapshots of how charge in the device is distributed under
different conditions. Our observations in this regard provide
the basis for a simple model that quantitatively predicts the
gate-tunable molecular surface concentration.
We first describe the negative gate voltage regime, VG < −10

V, where the electronic configuration of the molecule/
graphene system is qualitatively represented by the sketch in
the inset to Figure 3c. Here the graphene is p-doped since EF
lies below ED. The molecular LUMO level, EL, lies below ED
but remains unfilled by electrons since it is still higher than EF.
Experimental evidence for this type of electronic behavior is
seen in the “on-molecule” and “off-molecule” dI/dVS spectra of
Figure 3a,b, where VS is the sample bias of the tunnel junction
(all dI/dVS spectra shown in Figure 3 were acquired after
“freezing” the molecules by setting ISD to zero; spectroscopy
was never acquired under “diffusive” conditions where ISD ≠
0). Molecular spectra are only shown for VS > 0 since negative
VS induced tip electric fields that caused the molecules to
charge and adsorb onto the tip. The top curve in Figure 3a
shows an on-molecule dI/dVS spectrum measured with the
STM tip held above the center of an F4TCNQ molecule for a
gate voltage of VG = −60 V and a fixed molecular surface
concentration of nM = 0.8 × 1012 cm−2 (see inset). The
F4TCNQ LUMO level (arrow) sits at a sample bias of VS ≈ 0.2
V above the Fermi energy (which is at VS = 0). The precise
energy position of the LUMO is determined following the
protocol of ref 8 after accounting for known inelastic tunneling
effects (see Figure S3).8,18,19 We note that the each LUMO
arrow is shifted slightly to the left of the spectrum maximum
due to a 35 meV phonon mode (found by fitting high-
resolution STS measurements as described in ref 8, see

Figure 2. Tuning molecular concentration by using FET gate voltage:
(a−f) STM topographs of the same area on the surface of a graphene
field-effect transistor after tuning the molecular surface concentration
with different values of gate set-voltage over the range −12 V < VG‑set<
60 V. (g) Measured molecular concentration as a function of VG‑set.
No hysteresis is observed for forward and backward sweeps. The
dashed line shows a theoretical fit to the data using eq 5.
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Supporting Information Note 4) that broadens the LUMO
peak8 and results in the LUMO energy being lower than the
apparent maximum by ∼35 meV. A previously reported
satellite peak due to a 183 meV phonon mode is also visible at
VS ≈ 0.4 V.8

The top curve in Figure 3b shows an off-molecule dI/dVS
spectrum taken with the STM tip held over a bare patch of
graphene ∼100 Å away from any F4TCNQ molecules for the
same gate-voltage and molecular concentration used for the
top curve of Figure 3a. A depression in dI/dVS over the range
−60 mV < VS < 60 mV can be seen that is known to occur due
to phonon inelastic tunneling effects,20 while another
depression is seen at VS ≈ 0.35 V that marks the location of
the graphene Dirac point (ED).

20,21 The precise value of ED is
found by fitting the dI/dVS spectra using the protocol outlined
in the Supporting Information. The Dirac point is seen to fall
in energy as the gate voltage is increased, causing the graphene
to transition from being hole-doped (ED > EF) to being
electron-doped (ED < EF) at VG ≈ 20 V for this molecular
surface concentration (nM = 0.8 × 1012 cm−2). ED (from Figure
3b) is observed to lie above EL (from Figure 3a) by ∼150 mV
for negative gate voltages, and both quantities shift downward

in energy together as the gate voltage is increased from VG =
−60 V to −10 V (Figure 3c). Such behavior is expected as EF
“rises” with increased gate voltage in the band structure shown
in the inset to Figure 3c.
When VG is raised above −10 V, the molecules become

charged, causing them to enter a new physical regime. The
transition toward this regime can be seen in the gate-
dependence of EL, which falls toward EF with increasing VG
in Figure 3a. Another sign that the molecules have become
charged (i.e., that the LUMO becomes filled) is that they
become mechanically unstable during STS measurement when
VG is raised above −10 V. Negatively charged molecules are
observed to escape from under the STM tip during
spectroscopy measurements, making it impossible to obtain
reproducible “on-molecule” spectroscopy for VG > −10 V.
Interestingly, this critical gate-voltage value coincides with the
VG‑set value at which the molecular concentration begins to rise
from near zero (for increasing VG‑set), showing that the
appearance of molecules on the device surface is correlated
with their charge state. Another indication of charged
molecular behavior is the spatially uniform intermolecular
separation, a signature of intermolecular repulsion.

Figure 3. STM spectroscopy of F4TCNQ-decorated graphene field-effect transistor (FET): (a) dI/dVS spectra measured while holding the STM
tip directly above an F4TCNQ molecule for a molecular concentration of 0.8 × 1012 cm−2 at the surface of a graphene FET (−60 V < VG < −10 V).
Energy location of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (EL) is marked. Inset shows a representative image of the surface at this molecular
concentration. (b) dI/dVS spectra measured while holding the STM tip over bare patches of graphene ∼100 Å away from nearby F4TCNQ
molecules for the same surface conditions measured in (a) (−60 V < VG < 60 V, nM = 0.8 × 1012 cm−2). Graphene Dirac point energy (ED) is
marked. Spectroscopy parameters: Iset‑point = 50 pA, Vset‑point = 1 V on graphene, Iset‑point = 10 pA, and Vset‑point = 1 V on molecule. (c) Gate-voltage
dependence of the Dirac point energy relative to the molecular LUMO energy (ED − EL) for molecular concentration nM = 0.8 × 1012 cm−2. Inset
shows a simplified representation of the electronic structure of F4TCNQ molecules on graphene for large negative gate voltages (EF = Fermi
energy).
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In order to better understand the charged molecular regime,
we investigated how changing the molecular surface concen-
tration affects the way electrons fill up graphene states during
electrostatic gating. This was accomplished by inspecting the
gate-dependence of ED for different fixed molecular concen-
trations. Such measurements reveal charge transfer to
F4TCNQ LUMO levels and how this leads to Fermi-level
pinning. To see this, we first set the molecular concentration to
a desired value (as shown in Figure 4a) and then measured the

gate-voltage dependence of ED (Figure 4b) using off-molecule
dI/dVS spectra via the procedure described above for Figure
3b. For a pristine graphene capacitor, ED is expected to move
smoothly down in energy with increasing VG according to the
well-known expression:20

π= − ℏ | − |E V V v C V V( ) sgn( )D G G F G 0 (1)

where νF= 1.1 × 106 m/s is the electron Fermi velocity in
graphene, C is the unit area capacitance of the device, and V0
reflects background doping. By fitting eq 1 to the gate-
dependent Dirac point energy of our device before depositing

molecules, we are able to extract the capacitance between the
graphene and the back-gate electrode: C = (7.8 ± 0.2) × 1010

cm−2 V−1 (Figure S5).
For nonzero molecular concentrations, however, the ED

versus VG curve deviates from eq 1 and forms a “pinning”
plateau at ∼140 meV above EF, with the width of the plateau
increasing with increased molecular surface surface concen-
tration (Figure 4b). The start of the plateau (for increasing VG)
coincides with the gate voltage value where the molecular
LUMO begins to fall under EF, thus allowing us to associate
the plateau with the charging of F4TCNQ molecules. The
value of ED at the plateau (∼140 meV above EF) is very close
to the energy difference observed between ED and EL in Figure
3c, providing evidence that the Fermi level is pinned to the
molecular LUMO level 140 meV below ED. This interpretation
is quantitatively supported by the increased width of the
pinned region (in VG) as molecular concentration is increased
(i.e., since higher molecular concentrations can store more
charge). For example, the ED plateau at a fixed molecular
concentration of 4.3 × 1012 cm−2 has a width of ΔVG = 50 ± 5
V, which corresponds to a surface charge density of Δσ = (3.9
± 0.4) × 1012 e−/cm2 that reasonably matches the molecular
concentration (charge is calculated using the capacitance value
acquired via eq 1).
The Fermi level pinning described above for the static

molecular configurations of Figure 4a is intimately related to
the dynamic molecular reconfigurations that enable molecular
concentration to be continuously tuned by gate voltage, the
central focus of this paper. When the graphene Fermi level is
securely pinned by molecular LUMO states, new electrons
added to the device (e.g., by an increase in VG) do not cause
the Fermi level to rise in energy since LUMO levels absorb any
new charge added to the graphene at EF. However, if there are
not enough molecules on the surface to pin the Fermi level,
then increasing the gate voltage causes electrons to occupy
graphene band states at energies higher than EL. This is the
origin (from an energetic perspective) of the force that drives
the molecules to move on the surface in order to dynamically
change the molecular concentration when VG‑set is modified
under “diffusive conditions” (i.e., when ISD ≠ 0). When VG‑set is
increased under diffusive conditions, then the molecular
concentration must also increase to maintain Fermi level
pinning (the overall lowest energy state) so as to enable charge
to flow into lower-energy LUMO levels rather than higher-
energy Dirac band states.
These concepts allow us to formulate a simple model for

predicting the expected concentration of molecules on the
graphene surface for a given gate voltage. We start with the
assumption that the lowest-energy electronic configuration
under diffusive conditions (and when −10 V < VG) occurs
when the Fermi energy is pinned at EL. For a given value of
VG‑set, the total charge density on the molecule-decorated FET
surface (σT = −CVG‑set) will have contributions both from
charge carried by the molecules (σM) and charge carried by the
graphene Dirac band (σG):

σ σ− = +‐CVG set M G (2)

If each charged molecule contains one electron in its LUMO
state (assuming that double occupancy is forbidden due to the
large Hubbard energy of the LUMO state),8 then the total
molecular charge is σM = −nM, where nM is the surface
concentration of molecules and σM has units of |e|. Equation 2
then leads to the following expression for nM:

Figure 4. Fermi level pinning of F4TCNQ-doped graphene field-effect
transistor (FET): (a) STM images of graphene FET surface decorated
with different molecular densities for measurement of molecule-
induced Fermi-level pinning shown in (b). (b) Gate voltage
dependence of Dirac point energy (ED) measured via STS on
graphene FET surface for the different molecular densities shown in
(a). Concentration-dependent plateau in ED indicates Fermi level
pinning. Red dashed line shows the fit of eq 1 to data for zero
molecular concentration (nM = 0).
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σ= +‐n CVM G set G (3)

Because EF is pinned at EL by the molecular coverage and EL −
ED < 0, σG can be found by integrating the density of states in
the graphene band from the Dirac point to EL, resulting in the
following well-known expression:22

π
σ = | − |

ℏ
E E

vG
D L

2

2
F

2
(4)

Combining eqs 4 and 3 leads to the final expression for
molecular concentration as a function of VG‑set:

π
= + | − |

ℏ‐n CV
E E

vM G set
D L

2

2
F

2
(5)

Using νF = 1.1 × 106 m/s, we are able to fit eq 5 to the nM
versus VG‑set data of Figure 2g by using |ED − EL| and C as
fitting parameters. Equation 5 fits the data well for a value of |
ED − EL| = 142 ± 23 meV and a value of C = (7.9 ± 0.6) ×
1010 cm−2 V−1. This value of capacitance agrees well with our
independently determined device capacitance of C = (7.8 ±
0.2) × 1010 cm−2 V−1 (Figure S5). A consequence of the good
agreement between these capacitance values is confirmation
that each F4TCNQ molecule carries a single electron of charge,
since every additional electron accumulated by increasing the
gate voltage corresponds to an additional molecule.
We can further check the validity of this conceptual

framework by comparing the value of ED − EL obtained
from our molecular concentration measurements with the
value obtained independently from the STS measurements
shown in Figures 3 and 4. STS enables us to obtain ED − EL in
two ways: first, by extracting EL and ED directly from the dI/
dVS spectra in Figure 3a,b and subtracting them, and second,
from the ED energy plateau caused by Fermi level pinning in
Figure 4. Using the first method we see from Figure 3 that for
VG = −30 V our on-molecule dI/dVS spectrum yields EL = 165
meV, while our off-molecule spectrum yields ED = 305 meV.
This results in a value of ED − EL = 140 ± 20 meV (the
average value over the gate-voltage range −60 V < VG < −10 V
is ED − EL = 143 ± 9 meV which remains quite close to this
value). Using the second method, the Fermi-level pinning data
of Figure 4 reveals a Dirac point plateau at ED − EF = 140 meV
± 5 meV. Since EF is pinned at EL under these conditions, this
reflects a value of ED − EL = 140 meV ± 5 meV. Both methods
are in agreement with the value |ED − EL| = 142 ± 23 meV
obtained from the concentration-based analysis of eq 5 and
thus support the overall physical picture that we have
presented.
One consequence of this analysis is that measurement of

molecular concentration on a graphene FET is shown to
provide a new method for quantitatively determining the
energy of molecular frontier orbitals with respect to the
graphene Dirac point (i.e., ED − EL). This new method is
potentially valuable for determining the energy alignment of
highly mobile adsorbates since it can be extremely difficult to
prevent them from moving when they are under an STM tip
during the bias sweeps required for STS (characterizing small
devices can also be quite challenging for X-ray-based probes).
In our previous work, for example, we found it necessary to
anchor F4TCNQ molecules to a secondary immobile
molecular template in order to probe their LUMO levels in
the charged state via STS.8 Such molecular templating,
however, can alter local dielectric environments and influence

molecular orbital energies.23,24 Our new technique of
measuring gate-dependent molecular concentrations allows
one to bypass templating and to access molecular-energy-level
information via a completely different method.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that molecular

concentration at the surface of a graphene FET can be
continuously and reversibly manipulated via a back-gate
voltage applied simultaneously with source−drain current.
The equilibrium molecular concentration is precisely deter-
mined by the capacitance between the back-gate electrode and
the graphene, in combination with the energy difference
between the Dirac point and the molecular LUMO level. The
driving force behind this dynamic mechanical reconfiguration
of molecular concentration is the energetic favorability of
molecular Fermi level pinning compared to filling the graphene
Dirac bands. The energy alignment of the molecular LUMO
level obtained from a concentration-based analysis using these
concepts compares well with the value determined from STS.
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